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Abstract: Controller area network (CAN) is a widely used ﬁeldbus protocol in various industrial applications.
To understand the network behavior under errors for the optimal design of networked control systems, the message
response time of the CAN network needs to be analyzed. In this study, a novel delay time distribution analysis
method for the response messages is proposed when considering errors. In this method the complex message queues
are decomposed into typical message patterns and cases. First, a stochastic fault model is developed, and the
probability factor is deﬁned to calculate the error distribution. Then the message delay time distribution for the
single slave node conﬁguration is analyzed based on the error distribution. Next, based on the delay time distribution
analysis of typical patterns and cases, an analysis framework of message delay time distribution for the master/slave
conﬁguration is developed. The testbed is constructed and case studies are conducted to demonstrate the proposed
methodology under diﬀerent network conﬁgurations. Experimental results show that the delay time distributions
calculated by the proposed method agree well with the actual observations.
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1 Introduction
Since its standardization in the 1980s, the controller area network (CAN) protocol has gained
wide acceptance across various applications, including vehicle systems, networked automation systems,
and more recently, airplane sensor-actuator systems
(Farsi et al., 1999). However, the probability of a
CAN system suﬀering from faults increases as the
complexity of the network topologies and system
functions grow rapidly. Errors in the system contributed by factors such as vibration, electromagnetic interference, and the eﬀects of aging on the
‡
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cables can cause delay when transmitting messages,
which will result in the degradation of the network
performance and a decrease in the stability of the
overall system. To achieve a robust design of the
CAN network for an optimal bandwidth usage and
evaluate the real-time performance of the networked
control systems, the research on network behaviors
in terms of message queues and message response
time distributions when considering errors is of great
importance.
In the literature, message response time analysis for a CAN network has drawn attention since the
early 1990s. Since it was diﬃcult to exactly calculate
the message response time, the worst-case response
time (WCRT) was studied extensively. Tindell et al.
(1995b) proposed a method to estimate the bound
of WCRT of a given message. The WCRT analysis
method has been extended to the conditions of considering errors, ﬁxed priority, diﬀerent controllers,
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and other circumstances (Tindell and Burns, 1994;
Tindell et al., 1994, 1995a). Navet et al. (2000) calculated the worst-case deadline failure probability
(WCDFP) considering random errors other than deterministic errors for the CAN network. Davis et al.
(2007) improved the WCRT analysis method by resolving the ﬂaws with the original schedulability
analysis for the CAN messages. The WCRT analysis and optimal priority assignment policies have
been introduced (Davis et al., 2011, 2013; Davis
and Navet, 2012), under diﬀerent constraints such
as ﬁrst in ﬁrst out (FIFO) queueing policy and arbitrary deadlines. Broster et al. (2005) demonstrated
the unreasonable and conservative aspects of the error model proposed in Navet et al. (2000), and conducted the WCRT analysis of messages under a Poisson distribution fault model. Mubeen et al. (2014,
2015) calculated the WCRT for periodic, sporadic,
and mixed messages in CAN networks by integrating the eﬀect of hardware and software limitations
in the CAN controller. Yomsi et al. (2012) proposed
an extendible framework built upon the transaction
model to analyze the WCRT of non-preemptive CAN
frames with oﬀsets. However, the existing WCRT
method is too conservative in practice such that it
will result in over-design and under-utilization of network resources and bandwidth.
The message response time analysis from the
perspective of probability and statistics for the
CAN network has been studied in the literature.
Kumar et al. (2009) proposed a response time distribution analysis method for CAN networks based on
the deterministic stochastic petri net (DSPN), where
the message response time distributions in diﬀerent
priorities were analyzed and the results were compared with that of worst-case analysis. Chen et al.
(2012) developed a non-preemptive priority M/G/1
model for the response time of CAN messages, and
calculated the distribution function of bit-stuﬃng
and the mean value of the response time. Zeng et al.
(2010) proposed a method to compute message response time probability distribution using statistical
analysis when only partial information was available
on the bus and the assigned message priorities were
given.
As can be seen from the literature, although existing probability distribution approaches have been
developed to analyze the response time of CAN messages, the analysis of the CAN message response time
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distribution considering errors on the bus has not
been conducted. In practical industrial systems, the
queueing of the messages and the error interruptions
are inevitable in the CAN network, which will in
turn make the design of a CAN network complex. To
take full advantage of the bus bandwidth and ensure
that the message transmissions satisfy the real-time
requirements of a system, it is needed to develop
a new message response time analysis methodology
that considers both message arbitrations and error
interruptions.
The purpose of this study is to develop a delay
time distribution analysis method for the response
messages in the CAN network under errors. The advantages of this study are as follows: First, the proposed method considers the interaction of both message arbitrations and error interruptions on the message delay time analysis, which provides a deep insight into the CAN behaviors. Second, in this framework, the complex message queues are decomposed
into typical message patterns and cases, which simpliﬁes the analysis procedure and makes it straightforward to calculate the delay time distribution of
messages for the master/slave conﬁguration based
on the observations of a practical single-node network. The results of this work will enable system
engineers to predict and estimate the performance
of a network system in its design stage based on
the message response time analysis of several basic
nodes, and to better understand the network behaviors with stochastic errors, which will ultimately lead
to optimal design of the networked control systems.

2 Problem definition
In a polling based CAN network, the transmission time of a message M from a slave node depends
on the message queue on the bus (Sun et al., 2015),
as shown in Fig. 1.
The top panel of Fig. 1 shows the scenario where
only one master device and one slave node are on
the bus and the bus is error-free. MP denotes the
request frame sent from the master device to the
slave node, and M denotes the response message sent
from the slave node to the master device without
error interruptions. In this scenario, the response
time of message M , RM , is calculated as
RM = JM + CM ,

(1)
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where CM and JM respectively denote the transmission time and the jitter time of message M when
the bus is error-free. Since the variation of the jitter time is considerably small compared with the
response time RM , the expectation of JM is adopted
in this study.

Fig. 1 Analysis of the delay time for a message M

The bottom panel of Fig. 1 shows the scenario
where the transmission of message M is delayed by
the blocking of other messages and the error interruptions on the bus (Hansson et al., 2002). MP i and
Mj are the examples of other messages that block the
transmission of M , where MP i denotes the message
sent from the master device to other slave nodes, and
Mj denotes the message sent from other slave nodes.
Im is the shortest frame interval deﬁned in the CAN
protocol (Bosch, 1991) that distinguishes two consecutive messages, which is equal to the transmission
time of seven consecutive recessive bits in this work.
In this scenario, the response time of message M ,
D
, is calculated as
RM
D
RM
= tB + tE + tR + CM

= tB + Em + CM ,

(2)

where tB is the time interval between MP successfully transmitted and message M starting to transmit, and Em is the delay time caused by error interruptions. Em contains two parts: The ﬁrst part tE
is the already transmitted time of the uncompleted
message when error interruption occurs, and the second part tR is the bus recovery time which is equal
to the transmission time of 24 bits (Bosch, 1991).
Then the delay time contributed by message
blocking and error interruptions can be calculated
as
D
tD = RM
− RM

Em ,
t B ≤ JM ,
=
tB − Jm + Em = Bm + Em , tB > Jm ,
(3)
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where Bm denotes the blocking time caused by other
messages.
Therefore, to determine the delay time distribution of message M , the following challenges must be
addressed:
1. How should the error interruptions occurring
on the bus be modeled, and how is the delay time
distribution of message calculated when error interruptions occur at diﬀerent parts of the message?
2. How is the delay time distribution of message
calculated when both message blocking and error interruptions on the bus are considered?
The assumptions in this study are as follows:
The communication mode of the CAN bus is polling
with one master device, and the information about
message sequences without errors can be obtained by
practical observation or simulation.

3 Analysis methodology
3.1 Overall analysis framework
The basic idea of the proposed method is that
by analyzing the message sequences, one can decompose complex message arbitrations induced and error interruptions induced message delays into simple
patterns and cases. The overall procedure for the
proposed method is shown in Fig. 2.
First, a stochastic fault model is developed to
describe the faults occurring in a CAN network.
Then we introduce the probability factor to express
the causal relationship between the intermittent connection (IC) fault and the resulting error interruptions on the bus. Third, we conduct a detailed analysis of the message delay for the single slave node
conﬁguration, which includes calculating the probability of diﬀerent numbers of error interruptions occurring during the message transmission, obtaining
the probability density functions (PDFs) of the delay
time corresponding to the diﬀerent numbers of error
interruptions, and determining the delay time distribution by calculating the expectation of all these
PDFs. Finally, we introduce typical patterns and
cases of the message sequence for the master/slave
conﬁguration, and present a framework to analyze
the delay time distribution for the master/slave conﬁguration considering both message blocking and error interruptions. Details of the proposed method
are introduced in the following subsections.
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During the virtual industrial production and
control process, the faults that a CAN system suffers from the surrounding environment are complex
and stochastic. Among the various kinds of faults,
we consider the IC fault in this study. An IC fault
causes short-term abnormal or chronically instable
connection between the node module and network
bus. If the IC fault occurs during the transmission
of a dominant bit, this dominant bit will turn into a
recessive bit, which causes error interruption on the
CAN system (Lei et al., 2015).
The arrivals of the IC fault follow a Poisson
process (Lei et al., 2014), and the arrival rate is λ.
Therefore, the probability that the number of IC
faults arriving in any interval of length t is equal to

Consider time delay caused
by error interruptions

Single-node analysis

Determine the fault model

Determine the n
errors’ probabilities
Obtain the distribution of
delay time with n errors

Calculate the expectation
of all these distributions

Calculate the delay time
distribution of each
pattern
Multi-node analysis

Consider time delay caused
by both error interruptions
and message blocking
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n can be obtained as follows:

3.2 Stochastic fault model

Solve the probability
factor of IC faults that
can be effective
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Classify message into a
pattern according to the
message queue
Obtain the delay time
distribution of the
message

Fig. 2 Overall framework of the delay time analysis
procedure

P (t, n) = P {N (t) = n} = e−λt

(λt)n
, n = 0, 1, · · · .
n!
(4)

3.3 Error handling of CAN and probability
factor calculation
3.3.1 CAN error handling mechanisms
There are ﬁve diﬀerent error types that can be
detected in the CAN network: bit error, stuﬀ error,
cyclic redundancy check (CRC) error, format error,
and acknowledgement (ACK) error. Any node that
detects an error condition will send an error ﬂag to
interrupt the transmission on the bus. Table 1 shows
the cause of each type of error, and the output time
sequence of the error ﬂag deﬁned in the CAN protocol for each type of error. For example, if an IC fault
aﬀects one dominant bit that leads to a CRC validation error, the error ﬂag will occur and generate
an error interruption after the ACK delimiter, rather
than after this aﬀected dominant bit.
3.3.2 Calculation of probability factor α
Although the arrivals of an IC fault have been
modeled, the distribution of the error interruptions
on the bus is diﬃcult to determine. The reasons are
twofold: First, the IC fault can aﬀect only the dominant bits of the frame, and it cannot lead to an error
interruption when the bus is idle or when the bus is
transmitting the recessive bits. Therefore, an arrival
of an IC fault may not result in an error interruption
on the bus. Second, when the dominant bits are affected by the IC fault, it may not immediately result
in an error interruption.
Considering the aforementioned two reasons, a
probability factor α is developed to describe the relationship between the IC fault arrivals and the resulting error interruptions on the bus. According to

Table 1 Output time sequences of error ﬂag for diﬀerent error types in the CAN protocol
Error type
Bit error
Stuﬀ error
Format error
ACK error
CRC error

Cause of the error

Time sequence of error ﬂag

Output level does not agree with the bus monitoring level
Six consecutive equal bit levels are detected
Level detected does not agree with the ﬁxed bit format
Level in ACK slot of sending unit is recessive

Output error ﬂag next to the
bit after the error is detected

CRC calculated does not agree with that received

Output error ﬂag next to the
bit after ACK delimiter
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the CAN protocol, a message M can be divided into
several segments (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Probability factor α for diﬀerent frame segments of message M

In every segment of M , the probability factor
αi represents the probability that the arrival of an
IC fault can eﬀectively cause an error interruption,
which can be obtained by
 ndj
ndi
αi (M ) =
+
,
(5)
ni
nj
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Let MP k denote the request message sent from
the master device to node k, and MN k the response
message sent from slave node k. Thus, the only message sequence observed on the bus is (MP k , MN k ).
As the IC faults may arrive continuously in time, different numbers of error interruptions should be analyzed separately. Two scenarios for diﬀerent numbers
of error interruptions on the bus are shown in Fig. 4,
where the top panel and bottom panel are the message sent by the slave node interrupted by one error
and two successive errors, respectively. The scenario
that more error interruptions on the bus can be analyzed similarly.

∀j∈E(ji)

where ni or nj is the number of all bits on each corresponding segment, and ndi or ndj is the number
of dominant bits that can be eﬀective on each corresponding segment. The set E(ji) represents all
scenarios in which the IC fault arrives at segment j
but causes an error interruption on segment i.
The calculation of αi (M ) includes two parts:
the ﬁrst part denotes the probability that the IC
fault arrival is eﬀective and causes an error interruption in segment i, and the second part denotes the
probability that the IC fault arrival is eﬀective on
segment j but causes an error interruption in segment i. The expectation of αi (M ) can be calculated
by
ᾱ(M ) = E[αi (M )] =

8

ni
αi (M ),
n
total
i=1

(6)

where ntotal is the total number of bits of message M .
3.4 Message delay analysis for the single slave
node configuration
In this subsection, we introduce the message delay analysis for the single slave node conﬁguration,
which serves as the fundamental building block of
this work. In the single slave node conﬁguration,
only one master device and one slave node are on
the bus, the slave node transmits the response message as long as the master device sends the request
message, and there are no other messages aﬀecting
the transmission. Hence, only the error interruptions can cause delay time for the transmission of
the response message sent from the slave node.

Fig. 4 Message queues under diﬀerent numbers of
error interruptions

The probability that diﬀerent numbers of IC
faults arrive during the transmission of MN k can be
calculated by Eq. (4), and the probability factor for
message MN k , ᾱ(MN k ), can be calculated by Eq. (6).
Then the probability that n error interruptions occur during the transmission interval of MN k can be
calculated by
(n)

PMN k =P {n error interruptions during CMN k }
=[(1 − P (CMN k , 0))ᾱ(MN k )]n · [P (CMN k , 0)
+ (1 − P (CMN k , 0))(1 − ᾱ(MN k ))],
(7)
where CMN k denotes the transmission time of MN k
when the bus is error-free.
According to the Poisson process theory, the
PDF for the nth IC fault arrival is given as follows:
fSn (t) = λe−λt

(λt)n−1
.
(n − 1)!

(8)

Then the probability density function of tE corresponding to the IC fault arriving at diﬀerent frame
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4 Message delay analysis
master/slave configuration

segments can be obtained:
(n)

fMN k (tE ) = αi (MN k )fSn (tE )
⎧
α1 (MN k )fSn (tE ), t0 ≤ tE < t1 ,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ α2 (MN k )fSn (tE ), t1 ≤ tE < t2 ,
=
..
⎪
⎪
.
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
α8 (MN k )fSn (tE ), t7 ≤ tE ≤ t8 .
(9)
Finally, the delay time PDF of MN k can be
obtained by calculating the expectation of all these
PDFs (note that Bm is zero since there is no competition in the single node case):
fMN k (tD ) = fMN k (Em ) = fMN k (tE + tR )
=

n


(i)

(i)

PMN k fMN k (tD − tR ).

(10)
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for

the

When the single node case is extended to the
master/slave case, the contention between messages
from multiple nodes is inevitable. Thus, the delay
time is caused not only by error interruptions, but
also by the blocking time of other messages. Since
there are various message sequences on the bus in
the master/slave conﬁguration, the complexity of
the analysis for multiple slave nodes is obviously increased. In this section, as shown in Table 2, we introduce the typical patterns and cases of the message
sequence in the master/slave conﬁguration, based on
which we can analyze the message delay time for the
master/slave conﬁguration, and the details of the
patterns and cases are introduced in the following
subsections.
4.1 Pattern I: no arbitration contention between messages

i=1

Furthermore, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of delay time tD is obtained:

FMN k (t) =

2019 20(6):760-772

t

−∞

fMN k (tD ) dtD .

(11)

According to the stochastic Poisson fault model,
the number of IC fault arrivals in any time interval can be inﬁnite theoretically; thus, the number
of error interruptions during CMN k can be inﬁnite.
However, the scenarios in which more than two consecutive error interruptions occur are rare according to actual observations. Therefore, a probability
threshold value ψ can be used to limit the number
of error interruptions which need to be considered.
If Pi < ψ, then such an i-error-interruption case can
be ignored.

Similar to the single slave node conﬁguration, let
MP k denote the request message sent from the master device to node k, and MN k the response message
sent from node k. In pattern I, message MN k has no
arbitration contention with other messages, but may
still be inﬂuenced by the transmission delay of the
messages ahead of MN k . As analyzed in the single
slave node conﬁguration, there are at most two consecutive error interruptions that are statistically signiﬁcant. Therefore, the maximum delay time caused
by single node message under errors, max(Em ), is
given by
max(Em ) = max(tE ) + tR = 2(CM + tR ),

where M is the message ahead of MN k and CM is
the transmission time of M when the bus is errorfree. Then by comparing the interval time between

Table 2 Typical patterns and cases of the message sequence for the master/slave conﬁguration
Pattern

Case(s) and scenario(s)
Case A: tinterval  max(Em )

I: no arbitration contention

II: existing arbitration contention

(12)

Case B: tinterval  max(Em )

Scenario 1: MNk is interrupted
Scenario 2: M is interrupted

Case C: tinterval ≈ max(Em )

Scenario 1: MNk is interrupted
Scenario 2: M is interrupted

Scenario a: MNk wins the arbitration
Scenario b: MNk loses the arbitration
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M and MN k , i.e., tinterval with max(Em ), we can
obtain three cases in pattern I.
4.1.1 Case A of pattern I
In this case, tinterval is considerably greater than
max(Em ), where MN k is not aﬀected by M even
if M is interrupted by error interruptions. Fig. 5
shows the message queue and the error interruptions
in case A.

Fig. 5 Delay time analysis of MN k in case A of pattern I

As shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 5, the
delay time distribution of MN k in case A is equivalent to that in the single slave node conﬁguration.
Therefore, the delay time PDF considering error
interruptions of MN k in case A is
case A
(tD ) = fMN k (Em ) = fMN k (tE + tR )
fM
Nk
n

(i)
(i)
=
PMN k fMN k (tD − tR ).

(13)

i=1

4.1.2 Case B of pattern I
In this case, tinterval is equal to the shortest frame interval Im , which is far smaller than
max(Em ). In case B, if the error interruptions occur
during the transmission of M and cause delay time
Em for M , then the delay time Em will aﬀect the
subsequent message MN k and make the delay time
of MN k equal to Em . The message queue and the
error interruptions in case B are shown in Fig. 6.
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Based on the locations where the error interruptions occur, case B can be decomposed into two
scenarios:
1. Scenario 1 in case B of pattern I
In this scenario, the error interruptions occur
during the transmission of MN k ; thus, the delay time
PDF of MN k is the same as the result obtained in
the single slave node conﬁguration, as shown below:
(s1)

case A
(tD ).
fMN k (tD ) = fM
Nk

(14)

2. Scenario 2 in case B of pattern I
In this scenario, the error interruptions occur
during the transmission of M and cause delay time
Em for M . Then the transmission of MN k is blocked
by the delay of M , and the blocking time Bm is equal
to Em . Therefore, the delay time PDF of MN k in
this scenario can be described by
(s2)

fMN k (tD ) = fMN k (Bm ) = fM (Em )
=

n


(i) (i)

PM fM (tD − tR ).

(15)

i=1

To calculate the delay time distribution of MN k
in case B, the percentage of each scenario appearing on the bus should be determined. Since the
two scenarios are caused by the diﬀerent locations
where error interruptions occur, and the arrivals of
an IC fault are assumed to follow a Poisson process,
the percentage for each scenario can be obtained by
combining the length of each message and the corresponding probability factor. The probability of
scenario 1 appearing on the bus is given by
β=

CMN k ᾱ(MN k )
,
CMN k ᾱ(MN k ) + CM ᾱ(M )

(16)

where CMN k and CM denote the transmission time
of MN k and M respectively, and ᾱ(MN k ) and
ᾱ(M ) denote the probability factors of MN k and M
respectively.
Thus, the probability of scenario 2 appearing on
the bus is (1 − β). By combining scenarios 1 and
2, the delay time PDF of MN k in case B can be
obtained:
(s1)

(s2)

case B
fM
(tD ) = βfMN k (tD ) + (1 − β)fMN k (tD ). (17)
Nk

4.1.3 Case C of pattern I
Fig. 6 Delay time analysis of MN k in case B of pattern I

In this case, tinterval is in the range of max(Em ).
Thus, if the error interruptions occur during the
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transmission of M and cause delay time Em for M ,
the delay time Em will aﬀect the subsequent message
MN k , but the resulting delay time of MN k is diﬀerent from that in case B. Fig. 7 shows the message
queue and the error interruptions in case C.
Similar to the analysis in case B, case C can be
decomposed into two scenarios based on the locations
where the error interruptions occur.
1. Scenario 1 in case C of pattern I
In this scenario, the error interruptions occur
during the transmission of MN k ; thus, the delay time
PDF of MN k is the same as the result obtained in
the single slave node conﬁguration, shown as follows:
(s1)

case A
(tD ).
fMN k (tD ) = fM
Nk

(18)

2. Scenario 2 in case C of pattern I
In this scenario, the error interruptions occur
during the transmission of M and cause delay time
Em for M . As shown in the middle panel of Fig. 7,
the location of error interruption on M is on the
front of the whole message, then the retransmission
of M has no inﬂuence on the transmission of MN k ,
and the block time Bm is zero. On the other hand,
as shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 7, the location of error interruption on M is at the rear of the
whole message, then the repeated transmission of M
blocks the transmission of MN k , and the resulting
block time for MN k is Bm = Em − (Tk − Im ), where
Tk denotes the interval time between MN k and M ,
which can be obtained by analyzing the message response time of diﬀerent single nodes when the bus is
error-free. Therefore, the delay time PDF of MN k in
this scenario can be obtained by
(s2)

fMN k (tD ) = fMN k (Bm ) = fM (Em − Tk + Im ),
⎧
tD ≤ 0,
⎪
⎨ 0,
n
=  (i) (i)
⎪
PM · fM (tD − tR + Tk − Im ), tD > 0.
⎩
i=1

(19)

Fig. 7 Delay time analysis of MN k in case C of pattern I
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In case C, the percentage of each type of the two
scenarios appearing on the bus can also be calculated
by Eq. (16). Therefore, the delay time PDF of MN k
in case C can be obtained by combining the two
scenarios:
(s1)

(s2)

case C
(tD ) = βfMN k (tD ) + (1 − β)fMN k (tD ). (20)
fM
Nk

4.2 Pattern II: arbitration contention existing
between messages
In pattern II, there are arbitration contentions
between message MN k and other messages. In this
subsection, we present an analysis procedure for the
situation where there is an arbitration contention
between MN k and message M . Thus, the situation where there are arbitration contentions between
MN k and multiple messages can be analyzed in a
similar way.
Fig. 8 shows two diﬀerent message queues on the
bus where a diﬀerent message wins the arbitration
and the interval time between MN k and M in both
of the message queues is the shortest frame interval
Im . To analyze the delay time distribution of MN k
in pattern II, the message queues shown in Fig. 8
can be decomposed into two scenarios based on the
arbitration results of the messages.

Fig. 8 Message analysis of MN k in pattern II

4.2.1 Scenario a of pattern II
As shown in the top panel of Fig. 8, message
MN k wins the arbitration and starts the transmission ﬁrst. In this scenario, message M has no inﬂuence on the transmission of MN k , and the delay time
distribution of MN k is up to the message sequence
ahead of MN k , which is one of the three cases shown
in pattern I. As long as the message sequence ahead
of MN k is determined, the delay time PDF of MN k
considering error interruptions in scenario a can be
obtained:
(sa)

case u
fMN k (tD ) = fM
(tD ), u ∈ {A, B, C}.
Nk

(21)
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4.2.2 Scenario b of pattern II
As shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 8, message
MN k loses the arbitration and is blocked by message
M . In this scenario, the block time Bm caused by
M is the sum of the transmission time CM and the
jitter time JM of message M .
If the error interruptions occur during the transmission of MN k , then the delay time PDF of MN k is
given by
(sb1)

fMN k (tD ) = fMN k (Em + Bm )
=

n


(i)

(i)

PMN k fMN k (tD − tR − Bm ).

(22)

i=1

On the other hand, if the error interruptions
occur during the transmission of M , similar to the
analysis in case B of pattern I, the delay time PDF
case B
. Since MN k is blocked by
of message M is fM
message M with block time Bm , the delay time PDF
of MN k can be calculated by
(sb2)

case B
fMN k (tD ) = fM
(tD − Bm ).

(23)

Then the delay time PDF of MN k in scenario b
can be obtained:
(sb)

(sb1)
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By combining scenarios a and b, the delay time
PDF of MN k of pattern II can be obtained:
(sa)

(sb)

fMN k (tD ) = γfMN k (tD ) + (1 − γ)fMN k (tD ). (26)
4.3 Message delay analysis procedure for the
master/slave configuration
Based on the two typical patterns presented
above, the message delay time distribution for the
master/slave conﬁguration can be analyzed in the
following steps:
Step 1: Classify the message of interest into the
corresponding pattern (pattern I or II) and case (case
A, B, or C of pattern I) based on its practical location
in the message queue when the bus is error-free.
Step 2: Analyze the delay time distribution of
the message of interest according to the corresponding pattern and case methods shown in Sections 4.1
and 4.2, and obtain the delay time PDF of the message of interest.
Step 3: Based on the delay time PDF, the CDF
of the delay time for the message of interest can be
obtained by

FMN k (t) =

(sb2)

t

−∞

fMN k (tD ) dtD .

(27)

fMN k (tD ) = βfMN k (tD ) + (1 − β)fMN k (tD ), (24)
where β and (1 − β) denote the percentages of error
interruptions occurring during the transmission of
MN k and M , respectively, which can be calculated
by Eq. (16).
To calculate the delay time distribution of MN k
in pattern II, the probability of each scenario appearing on the bus should be determined. The probability of scenario a in which message MN k wins the
arbitration appearing on the bus is given by

φN (tk )φM (tv ),
(25)
γ=

5 Testbed setup and case studies
To illustrate the procedure for analyzing message delay time distribution, a testbed was constructed and two case studies were conducted. In
case study 1, we analyzed the delay time distribution for the single slave node conﬁguration, and compared it with practical observations. Furthermore, in
case study 2, we analyzed the delay time distribution
of each response message for the master/slave conﬁguration, and compared it with the corresponding
practical observations.

tk ≤tv

where φN (tk ) = P {t = tk } (k ∈ {1, 2, . . .}) denotes
the discrete time distribution of the time interval between MP k and MN k , and φM (tv ) = P {t = tv } (v ∈
{1, 2, . . .}) denotes the discrete time distribution of
the time interval between MP k and M . φN (tk ) and
φM (tv ) can be measured from practical observations
when the bus is error-free. Therefore, the probability of scenario b in which message MN k loses the
arbitration appearing on the bus is (1 − γ).

5.1 Testbed setup
The schematic layout of the experimental setup
is illustrated in Fig. 9, and the constructed testbed,
which consists of three modules, for the case studies is shown in Fig. 10.
The ﬁrst module is
the DeviceNet network, which uses CAN as its
physical layer and the data link layer protocol.
The communication mode was set as polling and
the communication speed is 500 kb/s; thus, the
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transmission time of one bit, i.e., τbit , is 2 µs. Therefore, tR = 24τbit = 48 µs, and Im = 7τbit = 14 µs.
The second module is the in-house developed
fault injection system. A controlled high-speed onoﬀ switch was applied to generate the IC faults occurring on the cable. The arrivals of the IC fault
follow a Poisson process with the arrival rate λIC .
The third module is the CAN-bus analyzer based
data acquisition module, which records the data link
layer information on the bus.
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of the response message sent from node 9 can be
obtained, which is plotted by the solid line in Fig. 12.
Moreover, the practical observation of the delay time
is plotted by the dashed line in Fig. 12.

SOF

ID

RTR, IDE,
DLC
r0

CRC

Data

CRC slot,
ACK,
ACK slot EOF

0 01111001001 000 00110 0000100000100000100 0010000010110110 101 1111111
Bit stuffing

Fig. 11 Bit stream information of the message sent
from node 9 when the bus is error-free

CAN_H
Terminal
120 Ω
resistor

CAN_L

High
speed
switch

120 Ω

Table 3 Probability factor αi for the single node case

Data
acquisition

α1
Node 1

PC

Node 2 ... Node n

Error
injection

Master
device

α2

α3

α4

α5

α6

α7

α8

0.033 0.046 0.085 0.097 0.207 0.346 0.751 0.267

Fig. 9 Schematic layout of the testbed

Master device

Oscilloscope

Slave
nodes

Data
acquisition

IC fault injection

Fig. 10 Constructed testbed for case studies

5.2 Case study 1: delay time analysis for the
single slave node configuration
In this case study, there are two nodes on the
bus: the master device and the slave node with
address 9. The drop cable of node 9 was set to
experience the IC faults at an injection rate of
λIC = 1000 faults/s. The bit stream information
of the response message sent from node 9 when the
bus was error-free is shown in Fig. 11, where “0” and
“1” represent the dominant bit and recessive bit, respectively, and the bit pointed to by the triangle is
the stuﬃng bit.
Then the probability factor αi can be obtained
by Eq. (5), which is shown in Table 3.
Finally, the delay time cumulative distribution

Fig. 12 Delay time comparison between the ﬁtted
value and practical observation in case study 1 (root
mean square error: 0.0083; maximum absolute error:
0.0361)

As can be seen from Fig. 12, the delay probability distribution calculated by the proposed method
agrees well with the practical observation. The curve
begins after 50 µs due to the existence of the bus recovery time, and becomes steep after 150 µs because
most error interruptions occur near the CRC frame
check ﬁeld according to the CAN protocol.
5.3 Case study 2: delay time analysis for the
master/slave configuration
In this case study, there are 10 nodes on the
bus: the master device and the slave nodes whose
addresses are from one to nine. The drop cable of
node 5 was set to experience the IC faults at an
injection rate of λIC = 334 faults/s. The physical
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waveform graph of the messages transmitted on the
bus is shown in Fig. 13, where the message queue
from left to right is (MP 1 , MP 2 , MN 1 , MP 3 , MN 2 ,
MP 4 , MN 3 , MP 5 , MN 4 , MN 5 , MP 6 , MP 7 , MN 6 ,
MP 8 , MN 7 , MP 9 , MN 8 , MN 9 ).
As analyzed in Section 4.3, the detailed analysis procedure for the master/slave conﬁguration is
shown in the following subsections.
5.3.1 Step 1
Classify the response message sent from the
slave node into its corresponding pattern (Fig. 13
and Table 4).
The Roman numerals represent types of patterns, and the capital letters in the brackets represent the diﬀerent cases in pattern I.
5.3.2 Step 2
Calculate the delay time distribution of each response message according to the corresponding pattern’s method shown in Table 2. For example, the
pattern of message MN 1 is case A of pattern I; thus,
the delay time distribution of MN 1 can be calculated
using the procedure discussed in Section 4.1.1. The
calculation of the delay time distribution for other
response messages can be conducted in a similar way.
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of three messages (i.e., MN 1 , MN 2 , and MN 3 ) as
examples.
Figs. 14–16 show the delay time distribution
comparisons between the ﬁtted result and practical
observation for response messages MN 1 , MN 2 , and
MN 3 , respectively.
As can be seen from Figs. 14–16, the delay time
distributions calculated using the proposed method
agree well with the practical observations. The calculated delay time distribution in Fig. 15 can be separated into two parts according to its trend: the
ﬁrst part is from 0 µs to around 200 µs, and the
1.0
Observed data

Comulative probability

770

Fitted value

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0
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100

150
Time (μs)
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Fig. 14 Delay time comparison between the ﬁtted value and practical observation for MN 1 in case
study 2 (root mean square error: 0.0073; maximum
absolute error: 0.0308)

5.3.3 Step 3
Finally, the delay time cumulative distribution
of response messages can be obtained. In this subsection, we take the delay time cumulative distribution
I(A)
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II

II

I(C)

I(C)

Observed data
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0.8
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3
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Fig. 13 Physical waveform graph of all the messages
in case study 2
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Time (μs)

200

250

300

Fig. 15 Delay time comparison between the ﬁtted value and practical observation for MN 2 in case
study 2 (root mean square error: 0.0140; maximum
absolute error: 0.0423)

Table 4 Corresponding pattern of each message sent from the slave node in case study 2
Message

MN1

MN2

MN3

MN4

MN5

MN6

MN7

MN8

MN9

Pattern

I(A)

II

I(C)

II

I(A)

II

I(C)

II

I(A)
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Fig. 16 Delay time comparison between the ﬁtted value and practical observation for MN 3 in case
study 2 (root mean square error: 0.0121; maximum
absolute error: 0.0345)

other part is the rest until 300 µs. These two parts
are just the two scenarios decomposed in pattern II.
Furthermore, the calculated delay time distribution
in Fig. 16 can be separated into two parts according
to its trend: the ﬁrst part is from 0 µs to around
120 µs, and the other part is the rest until 300 µs.
These two parts are just the two scenarios decomposed in case C of pattern I. The potential explanations for the slight gaps between the ﬁtted result and
practical observation around some time intervals in
Figs. 14–16 are the unpredictability of the duration
of the IC fault arrival, the variation of the sample
point, and the diﬀerent degrees of concentration of
the dominant bits of a message.
In conclusion, the method proposed in this
study is eﬀective for calculating the delay time distributions of the response messages for both the single slave node conﬁguration and the master/slave
conﬁguration.

6 Conclusions and future work
In this paper, a novel message delay time distribution analysis method under errors has been proposed for the CAN network. The arrivals of an
IC fault were modeled by the Poisson process, and
the probability factor was developed to describe the
causal relationship between the IC fault arrivals and
the error interruptions on the bus. Then the message
delay time distribution considering errors for the single slave node conﬁguration was analyzed in detail.
After elaborately analyzing the delay time distribution for typical patterns and cases of the message
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queues, the analysis framework of the message delay
time distribution for the master/slave conﬁguration
considering both message blocking and error interruptions was proposed. A testbed was constructed
and case studies were carried out to demonstrate and
verify the delay time distribution analysis method.
As shown in the case studies, the delay time distributions calculated using the proposed method agreed
well with the actual observations for both single and
master/slave conﬁgurations. Future work includes
developing a systematic method to estimate delay
distributions under complex stochastic errors and
developing a model to describe the inﬂuence of the
degree of concentration of the dominant bits on the
probability factor.
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